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Ruins of Elysia allows players to experience a 
different fantasy adventure every game, told 
through their own actions using little more 

than cards and map tiles. 
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“Rejoice, dear hero, for although thou art dead, thy death shall not mean thy 

defeat.  For I, Nike, goddess of victory, have chosen thee from all of time and 

space to receive the gift of eternal life in the paradise that is Elysia!" 

 

You soon discover that an evil emanating from the heart of a hero reborn ages 

before you has begun shrouding that paradise in darkness.   Will you save 

Elysia from its encroaching shadows or, for the time being, set your sights on 

a simpler goal such as being the first to amass wealth, power, or infamy? 

 
Players play as a Character whose actions are represented by their deck of cards.  They use 
their Character Figure to indicate their location on the game’s map.   Characters explore the 
lands of Elysia and purchase items from the shops of its sparse Villages to improve their 
ability to reach their goals.  However, Characters corrupted by the darkness lunge forth from 
the shadows of the wilderness and the Ruins of Elysia to hinder them. 

 

How to Win 

 
The game ends as soon as any players complete the requirements on any displayed Main 
Quest Card with those players as the winners.  Players can race each other, or play as a 
team.  However, be warned!  Allegiances are nonbinding, and plans can swiftly change! 
 

INTRODUCTION 
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Components 
 

Transparent Overlays 

9 Villages 

 
10 Ruins 

 
1 First Village Tile 
(Not an Overlay) 
(No Terrain Type) 

 
1 Fortress 

 
Terrain Tiles 

10 Forest 

 
10 Plains 

 
7 Mountain 

 
6 Desert 

 
7 Water 

 
 
 

 Tokens 
o 40 Light Tokens 

 
o 40 Darkness Token 

 
o 40 Wild Tokens 

 
o 20 “-1 Card” Tokens 

 

o Monster Chits 
 

 Quest Cards 
o 4 Main Quest Cards 
o 10 Side Quest Cards 

 

 6 Playable Characters, each with: 
o 1 Character Figure  
(stand and cardboard punch-out). 
o 10 Starting Cards 
o 1 Character Name Card 

 
 

 

Note:  Only Map Tiles and Item Cards are component limited. 

Card List 
General Market Cards QTY Exploration Cards QTY 

Adventurer 20 Holy Sword 1 

Apple 20 Teleport Relic 1 

Bow and Arrow 20 Climbing Gear 4 

Coin Purse 20 Raft 4 

Counterstrike 20 Scimitar 10 

Claymore 20 Prepare for War 4 

Dodge 20 Treasure Chest 10 

Small Belt Pouch 20 Encounter* 30 

Weapons Training 20 Encounter Deck Cards 

Quest Cards 

Main 4 

Side 6 
 

 

*Not an Item Card 

 

Event* 10 

Rat* 10 

Goblins* 10 

Troll* 10 
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Basics: 
 
Ruins of Elysia is a character-based deck-builder.  This rulebook is meant to be exclusory: if 
an action a player wishes to take is not explicitly disallowed by this rulebook or by the text 
on a card a player wishes to play, then that action is allowed.  To aid in the understanding 
and interpretation of this rulebook, terms and concepts that are not common across the 
deck-builder genre are capitalized and in bold.  A glossary of these terms has been included 
at the end of this rulebook.   
 
If you have never played a deck-builder before, please note the following: 
 

 A deck is any pile of face down cards that have been shuffled and serves a specific in 
game purpose. 
 

 To discard a card is to place a card face up in a pile that corresponds to the most 
recent deck it came from.  For example, if you discard a card from your hand, it is 
placed face up into your own discard pile. 

 

 To recreate a deck means that when there are no more face down cards in a specific 
deck, its corresponding discard pile is shuffled and then placed face down to 
recreate said deck.  All decks in Ruins of Elysia cycle in this manner. 

 

 To “purchase” a card, simply show that the cards you played have a sufficient 
amount of coin. 

 

 When making a purchase, only the coin you accumulated is “spent.”  The card itself 
is simply placed into your Character Deck discard pile at the end of your Exploration 
Phase. 

 

 When you play cards, you accumulate the Resources on those cards.  There are no 
game pieces to represent these Resources as they are not carried over into your 
next turn.  You are not required to use all the Resources you gained, but any you do 
not use will be lost (forfeit) at the end of your turn. 
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Setting up for your first game (2-4* players)   
For 1 player, see “Hero’s Quest” setup instructions. 
 
*To extend the game beyond 4 players, simply add the contents from another box of Ruins of Elysia.  
Use different colored stands, for example: one player plays as red standee Algar, and the other plays as 
blue standee Algar.   
 

Choose Your Destiny 
(Recommended for your first time). 

What matters in life is up to 

you! 

 

1. Create the Map Deck. 
a) Place the First Village Tile in the center of the play area. 
b) Shuffle the Terrain Tiles and then collect 20 Terrain Tiles for 

every 2 players, putting the rest back in the box (i.e. not in the 
game). 

c) Collect 3x the number of players Village Overlays (counting the 
First Village) and 3x the number of players Ruins Overlays, not 
to exceed 10 each per 4 players, putting the rest back in the 
box. 

d) Shuffle all collected Terrain Tiles and Overlays together to 
create the Map Deck. 

 

2. Create the Exploration Deck and place it face down.  Collect and shuffle together the cards in 
the quantities listed below to create the Exploration Deck: 

 

Card Name Number per Player 

Holy Sword 1 Per Game 

Legendary Teleportation Relic 1 Per Game 

Climbing Gear 1 

Raft 1 

Scimitar 3, max 10 per 4 

Prepare for War 1 

Treasure Chest 3, max 10 per 4 

Encounter Card 5 

 
 

a 

d 
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4. Create the General Market by setting out face-up piles of 5x the number of players of 
each type of card (Item Cards not in the Exploration Deck) away from the play area. 

 

5. Select Villains:  Of the remaining Playable Characters, 
select any number of them, putting the rest back in the 
box.  At least one is recommended.  For those selected: 

a) Place their Starting Deck, and Character Figure to 
the side of the play area. 

b) Place 2 and 1  next to their Starting Decks. 
 

6. Create the Encounter Deck.  Shuffle together all Character Name Cards of Characters 
chosen to act as Villains from the previous step, Event Cards and <QTY UNDER TEST> 3 
Rats, 2 Goblins and 1 Troll, to create the Encounter Deck. 

 

 
Pro Tip:  There are more Main and Side Quest cards.  You may use any combination 
you choose.  2-3 Main Quests and 3-4 Side Quests with limited overlap of element 
type is recommended. 

 

3. All players select a Character.  Playable Characters are represented by their Character or 
Starting Deck, their Name Card, and their Character Figure. 

a) All players place their character’s Name Card out in front of them, with their 
Character’s undamaged portrait facing the map. 

b) All players set their Character Figure on the First Village Tile. 
 
c) All players start with 5  

 

7. Set out the following Quest Cards: 
a) Main Quests:  Dark Lord, Merchant Prince, Huntsmaster 
b) Side Quests:  Backstab, Healer, Cartographer, Treasure Hunter 
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The “Hero’s Quest” is a special Main Quest Card that requires some 
additional set up steps.  It makes the game longer, more challenging 
and pits players against the game more so than against each other.   
 
Follow the set up instructions for the “Choose Your Destiny” scenario, 
with the following modifications: 
 

1. When shuffling Terrain Cards and Overlays to create the Map 
Deck, include the Fortress Overlay. 

 
5. When setting up Villains, designate one of them as the 

Corrupted Hero.  Show this by placing an extra  next to 
that Character’s Deck. 

 
7. When setting out the Quest Cards, set out only the “Become 

the Hero” Main Quest Card.  Set out the following Side Quest 
Cards:  Backstab (learn a spell for 1p), Healer (Treasure 
Hunter for 1p), Huntsmaster, and Cartographer. 

 

Test Your Might (Hero’s Quest) 
Stay close!  Don't let your ego get the 

best of you.  We can prevail if we do this 

together! 

 

8. Select a first player if you haven’t already.  The first player is responsible for managing 
Villain Character Decks when that Character appears on the map.  However, if there 
are multiple Villains in the game, it is recommended to have each player be responsible 
for only one of them (if possible).  Play then proceeds clockwise. 

 

9. All players place their “Leave Out” starting card into their hand. 
10. All players shuffle their Character Deck and draw until they have a hand of 5 cards. 

 
Now that you are set up and ready to play, see the Gameplay section (page 8). 

 
 

Choose Your Destiny 

(Continued) 
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Test Your Might (Hero’s Quest) 
(Continued) 

 

During game play, when the Fortress Overlay is revealed: 
 

1. Place the Character Figure of the Character chosen to be the Corrupted Hero on the 

Terrain Tile where the Fortress Overlay has been placed.  Add  equal to the number 
of players to the Corrupted Hero’s supply.  Special rules for this Overlay are as follows: 

 

 There is no limit to the number of times you can recreate your deck during 
combat. 

 
2. Players cannot target the Corrupted Hero until 1 +2x the Number of Players Characters 

from the Encounter Deck have been Exhausted here.  If a player wishes to initiate 
combat here: 

 

 Until 1 +2x the Number of Players Characters from the Encounter Deck have 
been Exhausted here: 

i. Draw until you reveal 3 Characters (counting the ones already present) 
from the Encounter Deck.  If you reveal Event Cards, resolve the first 
one of them, ignoring the rest. 

 
ii. The revealed Characters engage in battle with the active player and any 

players able to join the fight. 
 

iii. If the player(s) become(s) Exhausted, the number of Characters that 
have been Exhausted here does not reset.  For example, in a one player 
game, if the player Exhausted 2 Characters, then the next time a player 
initiates combat they must Exhaust only one more Character before 
they may attack the Corrupted Hero. 

 

Note:  Since it is possible for more than one player to be involved in combat at once, all players 
involved in combat against the Corrupted Hero when the Corrupted Hero is Exhausted win! 
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Gameplay 
 

Player Turn Order 
 

Market of the First Village:   
(Recommended if this is your first game and/or you are playing the “Choose Your Destiny" 
setup.   Not recommended for the “Hero's Quest.”) 
 
Before the first turn of the game, (i.e. before players shuffle and use their Character Decks) 
players have 7 coin that they may spend to obtain cards from the General Market.   The First 
Village does not have a terrain type and therefore there are no discounts. Once all players 
have spent a turn doing so, each player shuffles their Character Deck and gameplay begins 
according to the rules below. 
 

I. Exploration Phase 

2. Play Cards:  Play any number of cards from your hand to accumulate the Resources on them.  
Note: You might want to keep some in hand in case you engage in combat. 

 
To play a card, place it face up in front of you on the table so all players can see its text.  
You cannot use Attack or Defense during the Exploration Phase.  Leave cards in your 
play area after played.  If a card allows you to draw more cards from your Character 
Deck, do so as soon as you play the card.  If you reveal a hand without Walk, or your 
damaged portrait is facing the map, gain 1 Walk.  Resources are gained when the card is 
played. 

 

1. Exhaustion.  At the start of your turn, perform one of the following: 
a. If the damaged portrait on your Name Card is facing the map, rotate it until your 

undamaged portrait is facing the map. 
b. If you have no cards in your hand, rotate your Name Card so your damaged portrait is 

facing the map and draw until you have 3 cards in hand. 
c. If neither, draw until you have 5 cards in hand less 1 for each          .  For each card you 

did not draw, return a  to the supply. 
 

 The player turn consists of 2 phases: the Exploration Phase and the Combat Phase 

 The Exploration Phase consists of 6 parts that happen in order, only once per turn: 

 

1: Exhaustion.  2: Play Cards.  3: Move.  4: Combat.  5: Buy.  6: Discard and Draw. 
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b. You may stop moving your Character Figure at any time (forfeiting any remaining Walk).  
This may be wise if you are unlikely to win a surprise encounter. 
Be wary of where you choose to end your movement, as you may attract an encounter! 

 

d. If you end your movement anywhere besides the First Village, you must perform an Encounter 
Check: 

i. Reveal the top card of the Exploration Deck.  If it is not an Encounter Card, discard it.  
If it is, reveal the top card of the Encounter Deck.  If it is an Event, resolve it by 
reading its text aloud and applying its effect.  If it is a Character, that Character and 
any other Non-Player Character present immediately engage the active player in 
combat. 

 
ii. If the Characters that appeared are in a Village, no player may purchase from that 

Village until all Characters there are Exhausted. 
 

 

Player Turn Order – Exploration Phase (continued) 

3. Move 
a. You must finish playing cards from your hand before you can move your Character Figure.  

Do not discard the cards you have played yet as you will need to keep track of the 
Resources you gained. 

 

c. For each Walk you gained, you may move your Character Figure 1 Terrain Tile in any 
direction.  If there is no Terrain Tile where you intend to move, draw a tile from the Map 
Deck.  If the first tile you drew was an Overlay, draw until you reveal a Terrain Tile.  Place 
the Terrain Tile where you intend to move, and, if applicable, place the Overlay on top of 
it.  Shuffle the rest back into the Map Deck. 
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e. If you enter a Terrain Tile where a Ruins Overlay has been placed, do not perform an 
Encounter Check: draw and place the first Character from the Encounter Deck there.   

i. Stopping on a Ruin always triggers an encounter:  If you stop your movement 
there, combat begins with all present Non-Player Characters as attackers.  
 

ii. If you continue moving your Character Figure, gain a 
 

 
f. Restrictive Terrain Tiles:  

i. You must possess the necessary Resources for a restrictive Terrain Tile to end your 
movement there or to Cross. 

j. If you do not have the necessary Resources for a restrictive Terrain Tile, you must 
return your Character Figure to the last Terrain Tile you occupied.  This does not cost 

a Walk, nor can you gain a  this way. 

Player Turn Order – Exploration Phase (continued) 

1 Walk 

1 Walk 

Total Walk Spent = 2 

1 Walk 2 Walk 

Total Walk Spent = 5 

If you are forced to engage a Character in combat, place the cards you played into your discard pile as 

you may need them if you need to recreate your deck during combat.  Do not lose track of your coin: if 

you Exhaust the attacking character, you may still buy if you are in a Village. 

2 Walk 

After there are no more Terrain Tiles in the Map Deck, you may place any remaining Overlay on any 
Terrain Tile that is at least 4 tiles away from you before you begin moving. 
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Note:   may be returned to the supply during your turn for a Resource 

of your choice.  This includes when another player attacks you during their 

turn.  During combat, you may not collect Walk or Coin. 

  

 
4. Buy:  If you end your movement in a Village, you may now purchase cards from the 

General Market with the Coin you accumulated on the cards you played.  Cards 
gained go into your discard pile. 

 

 You may always enter a Village at a cost of 1 Walk, regardless of its 
terrain type.  However, if it is a type of Terrain that you are unable to 
Cross, move your Character Figure to the previous Terrain Tile at the 
start of your next turn as you are considered starting your turn in that 
Village. 

 

 You may not buy from a Village in which you started your turn. 
 

6.  Discard and Draw   

 Discard all cards played and any number of cards from 
your hand and then draw until you have 5 cards in 

hand less 1 for each .  Return a  to the supply 
for each card you did not draw – this is not optional 

and is the only other time a  affects how many 
cards you draw.  If your draw pile (deck) runs out, 
shuffle your discard pile and place it facedown as your 
new deck.  

 
 

Player Turn Order – Exploration Phase (continued) 

 
5. Combat 

 If combat has not been initiated during your turn, you 
may now do so by declaring target Characters (they must 
be on the same map tile as you). 

 

 Players who have no cards in hand or whose damaged 
portrait is facing the map may not initiate combat, nor 
may Characters initiate combat with them. 
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Overview:  
 

 Combat is cyclical and ends when either all Attackers or all Defenders have run out of 
cards in their hand (becomes Exhausted).  If neither side has been Exhausted, combat 
continues with Defenders and Attackers switching roles.  However, if a player initiated 
combat, they may choose to end combat on one of their Attack turns.  

 

 Before combat begins, any player may join a fight as Attacker or Defender by playing 

cards or  for Walk to reach that Terrain Tile.  Regardless of how many Characters are 
involved, there are two sides to every combat:  Attackers and Defenders.  The Characters 
initiating combat are the Attackers. 

 You may only recreate your Character Deck once per combat. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 All players in combat each gain 1  (and 1  if in a Village) for each Character with at 

least 1  Exhausted during combat. 

 All players in combat each gain 1  for each Character with at least 1  Exhausted 

during combat.   and  are not divided based on number of players. 
 

 If you are Exhausted during combat, your turn ends immediately (Do not draw cards!  
Don’t worry, your cards are merely discarded.   You’ll get your cards back!) 

 

 During your turn, if you Exhaust the opposing Non Player Characters and you are in a 
Village, you may resume your Exploration Phase from the Buy step. 

 
 
 

Combat Phase 

COMBAT CYCLE (Cards are immediately discarded after playing) 

Combat Begins Roles Reverse 

1. Attackers play only 1 card each 
for Attack 

3.  Defenders play only 1 card each for 
Attack 

2. Defenders play only 1 card each 
for Defense and discards a card 
for each  Attack left over 

4.  Attackers play only 1 card each for 
Defense and discards a card for each 
Attack left over 

Repeat 1-4 until either all Attackers or All Defenders become Exhausted. 

 
 

 ATTACK 
o All attacking Characters may play one card for its Attack abilities.  Exploration 

Phase Resources do not apply.  Note the Attack and Defense +x Card Icons 
 

o Once all attacking Characters have played their attack cards, the Attack value 
from all cards is added together to determine the total Attack striking the 
Defenders.  That number is then divided by the number of Defenders and 
rounded up to the nearest whole number to calculate the Attack value striking 
each Defending Character. 
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 DEFEND 
o Defenders may now each play only one card to Defend against the Attack value.  

The Defense value on the card played is subtracted from the Attack striking them.  
If the total Attack value striking them is still greater than 0, they must discard a 
number of cards from their hand equal to that value. 

 
o Unless otherwise stated, cards played for Defense apply only to the Character 

that played them. 
 

Throughout the game, you will interact with 3 different types of Characters: those being controlled 

by other players, Monsters and Villains (Non-Player Characters).  Non-Player Characters appear 

when a player reveals an Encounter Card or a Ruins Overlay.  All Characters are Exhausted in the 

same way – by forcing them to discard all the cards in their hand.  When a Non-Player Character is 

Exhausted, remove them from the map.  Regardless of who initiated combat, Non Player Characters 

always strike first.  See Combat (previous page). 

Monsters:  Monsters are a special type of Non-Player Character.  Since all Non-Player Characters 
can only attack or defend, and monsters cannot be played by players, their cards only display Attack, 
Defense and Reward.  The Monster Card is considered both the Character itself and a card in its hand 

such that exceeding its written Defense will force it to discard itself.  All Monster have 1 . 
 

Non-Player Characters 

Combat (Continued) 

Lvl. 1 Lvl. 2 Lvl. 3 
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Villains:  Villains are the third type of Character in the game.  The Corrupted Hero is a Villain.  Villains 

possess only their Starting Deck.  Add their  to the Attack or Defense of every card they play. 
Players do not make decisions for villains.  Instead, use the following rules: 
 

When engaging a Villain in combat:  

 Shuffle their Character Deck and then draw the top 5 cards, placing 
them face down in their own pile.  This is their hand.  No player 
should ever know what card a Villain is about to play. 
 

 When it is the Villains turn to Attack or Defend, draw and play the 
top card of their hand pile. 

o If a card allows them to play another card, they continue to 
do so using the top card of their hand pile. 

 
o If the card they played allows them to draw more cards, 

draw them from their deck and place them on the bottom of 
their hand pile. 

 
o If a card allows them to discard cards from their hand, (for 

example: discard x cards for x attack), they do not discard 
cards but the number of cards in their hand is applied to that 
card as if they had discarded their entire hand up to the 
card’s limit. 

 
o When defending, a Villain plays the top card from their hand 

pile in response to an Attack.  If it allows them to play 
another card, they will always do so.  If, after subtracting the 

Defense on the card played (and their ), the total Attack 
value is still greater than 0, the Villain discards that many 
cards from the top of their hand pile. 

 

o If you exhaust a Villain and you still have cards in your hand, 
you may gain the next item card in the Exploration Deck. 

 

Non-Player Characters: Villains 
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Trading: 
 

 You may trade with players who occupy the same 
Terrain Tile as you. 

 You may only trade cards from your hand or .  You 

may not trade or . 
 
The Advanced Market: 
 

 When in a Village, you may buy cards from the 
Exploration Deck. 

o Before you do, you must perform an 
Encounter Check. 

 
o Draw the next 5 Item Cards from the 

Exploration Deck.  Any of these cards that you 
do not purchase are placed in the Exploration 
Deck discard pile at the end of your turn. 

 
Add the Companion Deck (required when playing solo). 
 

 See Companion Rules included in Tuck Box. 
 

Advanced Rules 
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1 

Character Figure 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 
7 

Setup  
(Quick Reference Only.  See pages 4-7) 

1. Place the First Village Tile anywhere in the central play area (center recommended).  Each 
player selects a character, placing their figure on the starting tile.   Place the Name Card so the 
undamaged portrait is facing the map area.  Shuffle and place your Character Deck face down. 

2. Shuffle the terrain tiles and add 3 x The Number of Players Village and Ruins Overlays (not to 
exceed 10 each) to create the Map Deck 

3. Place the Character Name Card (one or more depending on how many Characters have not been 
selected by players), into a pile with 3 Rats, 2 Goblins, 1 Troll and all Event Cards to create the 
Encounter Deck. 

4. For all characters whose name card you placed in the Encounter Deck (Villains), place their 

Character Deck in a shuffled pile off to the side, along with 1 and 2  each. 
5. Shuffle encounter cards and Exploration Deck item cards (based on number of players) to create 

the Exploration Deck and place it face down. 
6. Place each set of the General Market cards in face up piles away from the play area. 
7. Select and display Main Quest and Side Quest Cards. 
8. Select a first player if you haven’t already, and provide them with any Villain Character Decks. 

9. All players start with 5 and draw 5 cards from their Character Deck to create their starting 
hand. 

 

 

Glossary 
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Character:  There are three types of characters in the game:  the player’s character, Monsters and 
Villains.  
 

Character Deck:  All the cards associated with a given Character at any point during the game and 
representing that Character’s available actions.  p5. 
 

Character Figure:  The game piece used to represent any Playable Character’s position on the 
map, whether as a player’s Character, or as a Villain.  p5. 
 

Cross:  To cross a Terrain Tile, a player must move their Character Figure from a given Terrain Tile, 
to a second Terrain Tile adjacent by any of the six edges, and finally to third Terrain Tile.  If you 
return to the first tile, you are not considered to have crossed a Terrain Tile.  p10. 
 

Darkness Token:  A player obtains these tokens based on the actions they take during their turn.  
Darkness is considered -1 Light such that a player with 1 of each effectively has neither. p12. 
 

Encounter Card:  Encounter cards are the main way in which Monsters or Villains appear during 
the game.  p9. 
 

Encounter Check:  The act of revealing the top card of the Exploration Deck to see if it is an 
Encounter Card.  p9. 
 

Encounter Deck:  The encounter deck consists of all Event Cards, Monster Cards, and Character 
Name Cards of any Playable Characters chosen to act as Villains.    p5. 
 

Exhausted:  Any Character that runs out of cards in their hand is considered exhausted.  Other 
Characters cannot target characters who are exhausted.  Combat is usually resolved when all 
characters on one side become exhausted.  p12. 
 

Exploration Deck:  Other than their Character Deck, this is the main deck of cards players will 
interact with throughout the game.  It contains all Item Cards not included in the General Market, 
as well as Encounter Cards. 
 

Exploration Phase:  The exploration phase is the first phase of a players turn, and the only phase 
guaranteed to happen each turn.  It consists of 4 – 6 parts that happen in order, only once:              
1. Indicate Exhaustion.  2. Play Cards.  3.  Move.  4.  Combat.  5.  Buy.  6.  Discard and Draw. 
p8 – 11 

First Village Tile:  This is the only map tile present when the game begins.  It does not have a 
terrain type and cannot be affected by Events, nor can you perform an Encounter Check here. 
 

General Market:  The general market consists of all Item Cards available for purchase from any 
Village.  p5. 
 

 

Glossary 
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 Item Card:  Any card that can be played by a player.  p2. 
 

Leave Out Card: A card that while placed in front of you can be played once for every time a part of 
your turn cycles (explore, attack, defend).. 

Light Token:  A player obtains these tokens based on the actions they take during their turn.  Light 
is considered -1 Darkness such that a player with 1 of each effectively has neither.  p12. 
 

Main Quest:  A form of quest card.  Meeting the requirements means winning the game.  p5. 
 

Map Deck:  The Map deck consists of all Terrain Tiles and Overlays in a given game.  p4. 
 

Monster:  A monster is a special type of Character that cannot be played by a player.  They are 
represented by a single card such that exceeding the monster’s written defense will exhaust it and 
activate the written reward.  p13. 
 

Name Card:  A character’s name card is used either by a player to indicate if their Character has 
become Exhausted during the game, or as part of the Encounter Deck to signify if that Character 
has appeared on that Terrain Tile as a Villain.  p5. 
 

Non-Player Character: Any character not being controlled by a player. p13. 

Overlay:  There are three types of overlays: Villages, Ruins and the Fortress.  Overlays are placed 
on top of Terrain Tiles during the movement part of a player’s turn.  When an overlay is placed on 
top of a Terrain Tiles it affects what happens and/or what a player may do while their Character 
Figure is on that Terrain Tile.  p9. 
 

Playable Character:  A playable Character is any Character in the game that has their own Starting 
Deck, Name Card and Character Figure.  p5. 
 

Quest Cards:  Quest cards are cards that are displayed throughout the game.  Meeting the 
requirements written on the card activates that card for all players who meet those requirements 
at that time.  p5. 
 

Resource:  A resource is any non-tangible item gained by playing a card.  During the Exploration 
Phase of a player’s turn they are card draw, walk or coin.  During a player’s Attack or Defense 
turn, they are Attack and Defense respectively.  p8. 
 

Ruins (Overlay):  One of the three types of overlays in the game.  Any time a character figure 
crosses a Terrain Tile where a ruins overlay has been placed, the character indicated by the top 
card of the Encounter Deck appears on this Terrain Tile.  p10. 
 

Side Quest:  A form of quest card.  Unlike a Main Quest, meeting the requirements of a Side Quest 
typically earns a player some number of Wild Tokens.  p5. 
 

Starting Deck:  The set of Item Cards specific to a given character before the start of the game.  p5. 
 

Terrain Tile: Part of the hexagonal map system depicting terrain type.  p9. 

 

Glossary 
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Player Turn: Exploration Phase 
(Perform each part in order, only once) 

1: Exhaustion.  2: Play Cards.  3: Move.  4: Combat.  5: Buy.  6: Discard and Draw. 
 Pages:                8                  9-10            12-13                     11 

Player Turn: Combat Phase 

 Continues until all Characters on one side run out of cards in hand 

 Characters may only recreate their deck once. 
 

1. Initiating player or Non-Player 
Character performs the following: 
 

3. Defending Characters perform the 
following: 

 Attacking Characters each play one card. 
 

 Attack striking each Defender = Total from each attacker divided by number of 
defenders, rounded up. 

 

2. Defending Characters perform the 
following: 

4. The initiating player or Non-Player 
Characters perform the following: 
 

 Defending Characters each play one card. 
 

 If Attack – Defense is greater than 0, discard that many cards from hand.  
 

 

How to Win 

The game ends as soon as any players meet the requirements of any displayed Main 
Quest card with those players as the winner. 


